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Mr. J. T. Beckham, Jr. DEisenhut MMille-
Vice President - Nuclear Generation OELD CTrammei
Georgia Power Company EJordan ANTse
P. O. Box 4545 PMcKee
Atlanta, Georgia 30302 JPartlow

Dear Mr. Beckham:

The Commission's Policy and Planning Guidance for 1984 (NUREG-0885, Issue 3)
states: " Existing regulatory requirements that have a marginal importance to
safety should be eliminated" (section IV.A, Planning Guidance No. 3). To
implement this item, the NRC staff has initiated a program entitled
" Effectiveness of LWR Regulatory Requirements in Limiting Risk". This
program was announced in the Federal Register on October 3,1984. A copy of
that notice is enclosed.

As part of that program, we plan to visit a sample of utilities to obtain
their views on any regulatory requirements that are believed to have marginal
importance to safety but which have high burdens on the utilities or the
NRC. Two contractor personnel from Pacific Northwest Laboratories, plus
Dr. Anthony Tse from NRC's Office of Research, an NRC project manager from
the Division of Licensing and possibly one additional NRR representative
would participate in a one-day visit in your corporate offices. More details
concerning this proposed visit are also enclosed. We anticipate that the
visits would take place in February or March of 1985.

No response to this letter is necessary. We will be contacting you by
telephone to see if you are interested in participating in this phase of the
program, which is entirely voluntary,

i

Sincerely, |
= 0..a u ~..a n 1

J 01DI F. S N M "
John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Licensing

Enclosures:
1. FR Notice
2. Visit Details

cc w/ enclosures:
See next page
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j g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
To fj WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

k ..... p8 January 28, 1985

Dockets Nos. 50-321, 50-366,
50-424 and 50-425

i

Mr. J. T. Beckham, Jr.

Vice President - Nuclear Generation
Georgia Power Company
P. 0. Box 4545
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

Dear Mr. Beckham:

The Commission's Policy and Planning Guidance for 1984 (NUREG-0885, Issue 3)
states: " Existing regulatory requirements that have a marginal importance to
safety should be eliminated" (section IV.A Planning Guidance No. 3). To
implement this item, the NRC staff has initiated a program entitled
" Effectiveness of LWR Regulatory Requirements in Limiting Risk". This
program was announced in the Federal Register on October 3,1984. A copy of
that notice is enclosed.

As part of that program, we plan to visit a sample of utilities to obtain
their views on any regulatory requirements that are believed to have marginal
importance to safety but which have high burdens on the utilities or the
NRC. Two contractor personnel from Pacific Northwest Laboratories, plus
Dr. Anthony Tse from NP,C's Office of Research, an NRC project manaaer from
the Division of Licensing and possibly one additional NRR representative
would participate in a one-day visit in your corporate offices. More details
concerning this proposed visit are also enclosed. We anticipate that the
visits would take place in February or March of 1985.

,

No response to this letter is necessary. We will be contacting you by
telephone to see if you are interested in participating in this phase of the-
program, which~is entirely voluntary,

cerely g

o F. Stolz, Chief
erating Reactors Bra ch #4

Division of Licensing

Enclosures:
'

1. FR Notice
2. Visit Details

cc w/ enclosures: <

See next page -
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Hatch 1/2-
50-321/366Georgia Power Company

cc w/ enclosure (s): Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional,
,

- Administrator

ha , ot $ndTrowbridge *3*f,"n " " "
g

'a i g on .' 20036 A a a rg a 53
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Ruble A. Thomas'

Vice President
P. O. Box-2625 e-

Southern Company Sarvices._ Inc.
._.

.

Bimingham, ~ Alabama 35202

Louis B. Long Charles H. Badger
Southern Company Services, Inc. Office of Planning and Budget
Post Office Box 2625 Room 610
Birmingham, Alabama 35202 270 Washington Street, S.W.

Atlanta, Georgia 30334'-

Chaiman
Appling County Commissioners
County Courthouse
Baxley, Georgia 31513 J. Leonard Ledbetter, Commissioner

Department of Natural Resources
Mr. L. T. Gucwa 270 Washington, Street, N.W.
Georgia Power Company Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Engineering Department
P. O. Box 4545
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

Mr. H. C. Nix, Jr. General Manager
Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant
Georgia Power Company-

P. O. Box 442
Baxley, Georgia 31513 *

Regional Radiation Representative
; EPA Region IV
J 345 Courtland Street, N.E.

Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory'Comission
Route 1, P. O. Box 279
Baxley, Georgia 31513

.
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REVIEW 0F REGULATORY REQUIREENTS
FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS

BACKGROUND
.

The NRC's Poliev and Plannino Guf dance for 1984 (NUREG-0885, Issue 3) states
that " existing regulatory requirements that have 4 marginal importance to
safety should be eliminated." Other statements in the same document, as well
as several initiatives undertaken in recent years, indicate the NRC's casunit-
ment to the goal of improving regulation of the nuclear industry, in order
to ensure that

e requirements imposed on the regulated industry contribute significantly
" to the health and safety of the public

,

e unnecessary regulatory burdens are avoided

NRC and licensee resources are utilized in a manner which effectivelyo *

and efficiently achieves protection of the pubite health and safety. -

'

The NRC recently initiated a program to implement the policy and planning
guidance quoted above. Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is providing tech-
nical assistance to the NRC staff in conducting this program. PNL's work

;in the first phase of the program consists of two tasks. In the first task, '

existing light water reactor regulatory requirements will be screened to iden-
tify potential candidates for elimination, or, if appropriate, modification.
The bases for screening the requirements will include their importance to

! risk, the burdens they impose on industry, the resources required for the
NRC to Itcense and inspect against them, and other relevant factors. In the
second task, PNL will conduct comprehensive evaluations of selected regulatory
requirements that may warrant elimination or modification. Cost-benefit
assessments of the consequences of changing or eliminating the requirements
will fom an important part of these evaluations; public risk, industry burdens
(including costs and occupational exposure), and NRC resource requirements
will be among the factors considered in the cost-benefit assessments.

As part of the first task, i.e., screening the existing requirements to iden-,

2 tify candidates for elimination or modification, PNL will conduct a series of
interviews to obtain the views of various parties, for example, utilities,
reactor vendors, architect-engineers, contractors, and NRC staff. The follow-
ing paragraphs give a brief sketch of the expected scope of the interviews and
the topics that will be discussed.

RmpE OF THE INTERVIFWS
,

j In the first phase of the program, the scope of the review and screening is
! limited to regulatory requirements and guidance associated with 10 CFR Part

50. However, within this boundary, the scope is broad and may include any
: existing requirement or guidance, for example, regulations, regulatory guides,

2

m
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technical specifications, standard revise plan sections, branch technical
positions, and codes and standards.

! The idea of reexamining existing regulatory requirements is not new, of course,
! nor is it unique to the nuclear industry. In fact, a wide variety of sugges-
i tions have been made along these lines over the years. Among the .many examples
i that could be cited, three are discussed briefly for illustrative purposes.

Technical w eifications. The possibility of streamlining and optimizing
toch specs is of considerable current interest and is the subject' of several
ongoing studies by the industry and the NRC. Possible modifications under,

study include surveillance intervals, action statements that may require shut-
; downs unnecessarily, allowable times for equipment to be inoperable, and

definitions of operability.
T

| Extr - - Inada in Damian. There has been much recent interest in the role
of extreme loads in design. The highly conservative nature of some of the
assumptions associated with the use of these loads in the design process has,

been noted, along with the resulting cost impact. This topic has been under<

study for some time and revisions of the design bases are under consideration.,

! Source Tams. In the last few years, there has been extensive research aimed
it reasssssing the source tems for reactor accident consequence analyses.
This work is nearing completion and its implications for the existing regu -
latory structure are being discussed. Some observers have suggested, for
example, that changes in current emergency planning requirements should be

| considered.
1

! During the interviews, PNL staff will be interested in identifying other
I regulatory requirements, guidance, or areas of regulation that may be suitable
i candidates for reexamination and possible elimination or modification. In
| some instances, the suggested candtdates for reexamination may already be
| the subject of ongoing studies, as is the case for the examples mentioned
| above. In other instances, the suggested candtdates may not currently be
{ under consideration in any fomal program. It is hoped that candidates of
| both kinds will be identified. It is also hoped that the suggestions will

cover a broad spectrum of regulatory requirements, including those related;

. to design, construction, and operations. Some observers maintain that most
! of the good ideas for regulatory improvement have already been suggested and
1 are already being pursued. Based on our previous work with industry, P ,1.

staff believe that this is unlikely and that many possibilities are not
currently being pursued.

CRITERIA FOR TDFNTIFYING CANDIDATEE FOR RFFXAMINATION
i

The basic goal of the interviews is to obtain a broad spectrum of constructive
suggestions for improving regulation of the nuclear industry by eliminating

i or appropriately modtfying certain regulatory requirements. To assist in
i identifying suitable candidates for reexamination, it may be useful to consider
) briefly some tentative criteria. These criteria may be helpful. in focusing
| the search for suitable candidates..
?

Risk. ~ Regulatory requirements that have negligible impact on risk may be
| potential candidates for reexamination. In fact, some observers have raised
.

I
,

| 9

| -
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the possibility that certain requirements may actually be counter-productive
from the standpoint of risk. It should be strassed that the concept of risk
has multiple dimensions, inclucing, for example, offsite radiation exposure,
core molt, core damago, challenges to safety systems, defense-in-depth, and
so on.'

~

Occupational Exposure. Certain requirements may be particularly burdensame
from the viewpoint of occupational exposure to radiation. If they also con-

i tribute negligibly to the protection of the public health and safety, then they
may be suitable candidates for reexamination.

Industrv cets. Certain requirements may have particularly adverse economic
i impacts. If they also make only a negligible contribution to the protection

of the public health and safety, they may be suitable candidates for reexami-
nati or..

; NRC Costs. Some requirements result in especially high demands on NRC
resources for licensing and/or inspection. If they also make a negligible

j ' contribution to the protection of the public health and safety, they may be ;

i suitable candidates for reexamination. i

Raoulatorv s+aht11tv. The predictability and stability of the regulatory
i process are important considerations. Certain requirements may have particu-
i larly negative impacts from this standpoint, while contributing only neglig &ly

to the protection of the public health and safety, and thus may be suitable
candide %s for reexamination. !

,

i T=arovaments in Knowledna. As a result of operational experience, technical
; progress, research findings, or other developments, certain requirements may
! now be ripe for reassessment. PNL staff believe that this is a particularly
j useful criterion for identifying promising candidates for reexamination.

Duplicatian. Regulatory requirements may in some cases duplicate or overlap
i other requirements. Such requirements may be suitable candidates for reexam-
| ination to eliminate duplication.
! _

These criteria are intended only to assist in identifying potential candidates
for reexamination and possibis elimination or modification. Recommiendations
on whether to eliminate or modify certain regulatory requirements will be
fonnulated by the NRC staff at a later time and would be based on comprehensive
evaluations of the consequences of such regulatory changes. Developing a
list of potential candidates is the first step in the process.

PLANNED FOLLOW-tP ACTIONS

After all the interviews are completed, PNL will compile the suggestions and
prepare a sunnary of them. This summary of the suggestions along with a brief
questionnaire will then be sont to the organizations participating in the
interviews. The purpose of this step is to

e provide feedback to the participating organizations,

e confirm the findings of the interviews,
.

?
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obtain (through the questionnaire) an approximate, judpental evaluatione

of the costs and benefits of eliminating or modtfying the requirements,

seek additional suggestions of requirements that may be candidates fore

reexamination but were not covered in the interviews.

PNL plans to maintain contact with the participating organizations, keeping
them informed as the work proceeds.
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